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ADDING AGILITY TO

THE EXTINGUISHERS



CEASEFIRE STANDS & TROLLEYS



Imagine being trapped in a 
raging inferno.

The first thing that pops into 
your head is to call emergency 
services. The second option is to 
battle it with extinguishers while 
waiting for assistance.

Finding the exact location of the 
extinguishers can be challenging 

due to the amount of dense smoke 
engulfing the building. And given their 
weight, transporting these 
extinguishers to the fire would be 
even more difficult.

The need of the hour is a dedicated 
stand & trolley system for the 
extinguishers, making them easier to 
identify and carry to the scene of the 
fire.

SAVES TIME. 
SAVES LIVES. 
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BENEFITS OF STANDS & TROLLEYS 
1. Aids mobility:
Carrying a heavy extinguisher to the scene of a fire 
with all the dense smoke making it hard to breathe 
and see clearly is next to impossible. Having stands 
and trolleys for the extinguishers makes it simpler 
to carry them from one location to another in such 
a situation.

2. Saves time:
Stands and trolleys offer practical, possibly life-
saving advantages in addition to the more basic 
ones. As opposed to standard signage and hanging 
extinguishers, they act as bright red emergency 
signs, making them more noticeable. This increases 
their visibility during an emergency, potentially 
saving time, property, and lives.

3. Provides a dedicated space:
In a fire emergency, a clear path to the closest 
extinguisher is a must. Therefore, a location 
designated solely for extinguishers with 
photoluminescent signs would make it simpler for 
people to find and access them in an emergency. It 
also works well in places with no walls for placing 
the extinguisher.

4. Easy maintenance of the premise:
Stands and trolleys offer excellent long-term 
protection to the surrounding area. Extinguishers 
are less likely to scuff walls and floors when moved 
or knocked by everyday traffic. Instead, they provide 
a secure environment for the extinguishers, 
increasing their speed and agility. 
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FLAT PACK TUBULAR STAND FOR
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS (CHROME 
FINISH)
An aesthetically pleasing design that epitomises 
functionality, these Fire Extinguisher Stands in 
Chrome finish are an ideal choice for most spaces . 

The stands come with a Co2 fixing bracket and a 
J-bracket for easy and steady installation along 
with a provision to attach a sign clip for 
extinguisher identification.

THE STANDS ARE AVAILABLE IN 3 VARIANTS:

Stand for Single Fire 
Extinguisher

Stand for Double Fire
Extinguishers

Stand for Triple Fire
Extinguishers

FEATURES:
High quality tubular frame in chrome finish.

Tubing diameter of 25mm.

Black plastic base to protect the stand.

Comes in a box packaging for ease of transit 

and storage.

Easy to assemble.

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS:
Single Extinguisher Stand Chrome -
H70 x L710 x B320 mm  mm and weight 
2.8kg 

Double Extinguisher Stand Chrome - 
H70 x L715 x B505 mm mm and weight 
5.14kg

Triple Extinguisher Stand Chrome - 
H70 x L715 x B650 mm mm and weight 
7.41kg 
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PROVISION FOR ACCESSORIES
The stands comes with a provision to add a 
placard and a clip for mounting of signage. For 
details on the signages availabe please refer to 
the Signages section under Accessories.

Single Fire Extinguisher Stand 

Double Fire Extinguisher Stand

Triple Fire Extinguisher Stand

Size: L-710 x B-320 x H-70 mm

Size: L-715 x B-505 x H-70 mm

Size: L-715 x B-650 x H-70 mm
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FLAT PACK TUBULAR STAND FOR
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS (RED FINISH) 
An aesthetically pleasing design that epitomises 
functionality, these Fire Extinguisher Stands in 
Chrome finish are an ideal choice for most spaces. 

The stands come with a Co2 fixing bracket and a 
J-bracket for easy and steady installation along 
with a provision to attach a sign clip for 
extinguisher identification.

THE STANDS ARE AVAILABLE IN 3 VARIANTS:

Stand for Single Fire 
Extinguisher

Stand for Double Fire
Extinguishers

Stand for Triple Fire
Extinguishers

FEATURES:
High quality tubular frame in red finish.

Tubing diameter of 25mm.

Black plastic base to protect the stand.

Comes in a box packaging for ease of transit 

and storage.

Easy to assemble.

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS:
Single Extinguisher Stand Red -
H70 x L710 x B320 mm and weight 
2.8kg 

Double Extinguisher Stand Red - 
H70 x L715 x B505 mm and weight 
5.14kg

Triple Extinguisher Stand Red - 
H70 x L715 x B650 mm and weight 
7.41kg 
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PROVISION FOR ACCESSORIES
The stands comes with a provision to add a 
placard and a clip for mounting of signage. For 
details on the signages availabe please refer to 
the Signages section under Accessories.

Single Fire Extinguisher Stand 

Double Fire Extinguisher Stand

Triple Fire Extinguisher Stand

Size: L-710 x B-320 x H-70 mm

Size: L-715 x B-505 x H-70 mm

Size: L-715 x B-650 x H-70 mm
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MODULAR PLASTIC STANDS 
Ceasefire Modular plastic stands are designed for 
both, functional simplicity and aesthetics. These 
one-universal size floor stands provide a secure 
and definitive place holder for fire extinguishers at 
sites. With an easy fix clap these stands can be 

THE STANDS ARE AVAILABLE IN 3 VARIANTS:

CF Modulex Stand (Red) - 
Single

CF Modulex Stand (Red) - 
Double

CF Modulex Stand (Red) - 
Triple

scaled up to hold single, double and triple 
extinguishers. Fire Extinguisher signages can be 
easily fixed on these stands giving a clear visual 
indication of the type of fire extinguisher it is 
holding.
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STROLLEYS
Fires can happen anywhere and at any time, 
which makes it important to install extinguishers 
in relevant places. But, what happens when a fire 
breaks out and the equipment is not easy to ferry 
around? Ceasefire presents the perfect accessory 

to mobilise your fire fighting equipment. Our range 
of innovative fire extinguisher strolleys are capable 
of carrying one or two extinguishers. Think of them 
as life savers on wheels.

THE STROLLEYS ARE AVAILABLE IN 2 VARIANTS:

Single Extinguisher Strolleys

FEATURES:
High quality construction for easy mobility.

Retractable handles.

Photo luminescent signs for visibility through 

smoke and darkness.

Powder-coated, rustproof bodies.

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS:
Single Extinguisher Strolleys - 320 x 290 x 
750mm

Double Extinguisher Strolleys - 620 x 520 x 
1150mm

Double Extinguisher Strolleys
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FLAT PACK TROLLEYS
Ceasefire Trolleys exemplify functionality by 
adding maneuverability to the stocking point of the 
fire safety equipment. It enables easy treading of 

the equipment to the fire source aiding efficient 
fire fighting. The trolley has a provision to 
accommodate upto 2 fire buckets.

FEATURES:
The tubular body of the trolley is built from 

mild steel.

Epoxy polyester powder paint finish in red.

Nylon wheels with rubber tread for easy and 

quick deployment.

Comes in a box packaging for ease of transit 

and storage.

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS:
Single Extinguisher Trolleys -
563 mm (L) X 419 mm (B) X 1100 mm (H) 
and weight 14.31kg 

Double Extinguisher Trolleys -
643 mm (L) X 419 mm (B) X 1100 mm (H) 
and weight 15.65kg 

THE CEASEFIRE TROLLEYS ARE AVAILABLE IN 3 VARIANTS 

Trolleys for Single Extinguisher
and a Fire Bucket

Trolleys for Single Extinguisher
and a Fire Bucket

Trolleys for Triple Extinguishers
and Two Fire Buckets

Triple Extinguisher Trolleys -
878 mm (L) X 419 mm (B) X 1100 mm (H) 
and weight 18.1kg 
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PROVISION FOR ACCESSORIES
The trolleys are equipped with provisions to 
install fire bucket. The universal mounting 
bracket makes it easy to use for all extinguisher
types, makes, and designs. 

Trolleys for Extinguisher and a Fire Bucket

Trolleys for Double Extinguisher and a Fire Bucket

Trolleys for Triple Extinguisher and a Two Fire Buckets

Size: L-650 x B-430 x H-150 mm

Size: L-660 x B-480 x H-150 mm

Size: L-720 x B-675 x H-150 mm
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FLAT PACK FIRE EXTINGUISHER 
STAND
Ceasefire’s Contractor Stand is a multi-utility fire 
safety station that stores fire extinguishers, safety 
signs, evacuation plan, medical kit and an 
evacuator as per the individual needs of the 
premises.

This being a comprehensive unit carries ample 
ammunation to provide first line of defence 
against fire. The stand comes with wheels that 
make it maneuverable, easy to cart around and 
can be taken to the point of fire with much ease.

FEATURES:
Stand body is built using a round tube made 
of mild steel.

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS:
878 mm (L) X 419 mm (B) X 1825 mm (H)

Weight of the trolley - 30.16kg

Outer body is epoxy polyester powder 
coated in red.

The base has plastic wheels with nylon tyres 
that aids easy mobility.

Comes in a box packaging for ease of transit 
and storage.

The Ceasefire Contractor Stand can 
accommodate 3 extinguishers, safety signs, 
manual alarm, and a fire plan.

OPTIONAL EVACUATOR
Stand alone, batter powered Sire-strobe to alert 
inhabitants of a premises in a fire emergency 
situation. 
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ACCESSORIES
A string of accessories are available that can be incorporated in the stands & trolleys.

Signages
The Stands & Trolleys can be accessorised with 
signages that can prove very useful in case of fire.

Fire Buckets
The Stands & Trolleys have a provision to 
accommodate plastic fire buckets with lid.

Lable Clamps
The Extinguisher stand can be suffixed using a 
clamp label on to the tubular Fire Extinguisher 
Stands.

Placard with nuts
An identifier for the type of a fire extinguisher 
stored, this placard with nuts can be mounted on 
the stand & trolley.
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SIGNAGES
Did you know that majority of the fires start in 
electrical mains, or because of an electrical short 
circuit? And even those fires that start elsewhere 
eventually result in a failure of electricity, because 
of damage to the mains and wiring.

Which means that in a fire situation, you can be 
sure that at some point, the entire premises will 
be plunged into darkness.

Noxious black smoke will fill the air, increasing the 
risk of asphyxiation for all in the area. A frightening 

scenario when you consider the fact that 
asphyxiation and smoke poisoning are the 
highest causes of casualties in any fire. Darkness 
and poisonous smoke. A sure recipe for panic and 
utter chaos.

In such a situation, the single most important 
need of the hour is to evacuate all those on the 
premises to the nearest point of safety. As 
efficiently and quickly as possible.  

And Ceasefire, quite literally, shows you the way.

FIRE SAFETY SIGNS

Locator signs, fire extinguisher identification signs and more.

In case of a fire, the firefighting equipment on 
the premises needs to be located and 
activated quickly. Ceasefire Fire Safety Signs 

help guide people to the nearest extinguishers, 
hosepipes, emergency alarms and so on.
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CODE: CF-001522
Size: 200 X 150 MM

CODE: CF-001523
Size: 300 X 250 MM

CODE: CF-001524
Size: 200 X 150 MM

CODE: CF-001525
Size: 300 X 250 MM

CODE: CF-001526
Size: 200 X 150 MM

CODE: CF-001527
Size: 300 X 250 MM

CODE: CF-001528
Size: 200 X 150 MM

CODE: CF-001529
Size: 300 X 250 MM

CODE: CF-001530
Size: 200 X 150 MM

CODE: CF-001531
Size: 300 X 250 MM

CODE: CF-001532
Size: 200 X 150 MM

CODE: CF-001533
Size: 300 X 250 MM
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CODE: CF-001513
Size: 150 X 105 MM

CODE: CF-001514
Size:  150 X 105 MM

CODE: CF-001515
Size: 150 X 105 MM

CODE: CF-001516
Size: 150 X 105 MM

CODE: CF-001517
Size: 150 X 105 MM

CODE: CF-001518
Size: 150 X 105 MM

CODE: CF-001519
Size: 150 X 105 MM

CODE: CF-001520
Size: 150 X 105 MM

CODE: CF-001521
Size: 150 X 105 MM
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